
Why Ropella Executive Search?



ROPELLA

For the past 30 years Ropella has been a strategic and trusted partner serving the 
Chemical and Allied industries as well as High Technology companies all around 
the world with their Executive Search needs. Companies such as BASF, Johnson & 
Johnson, Dow, Sony, Pfizer, Shell, Nike, GE, Akzo Nobel and hundreds more have 
retained Ropella time and time again and then provided strong testimonials 
regarding their successful working partnerships with Ropella.



ALIGNING EXPECTATIONS

Our team aligns expectations with the hiring team (typically the Hiring Manager, 
Human Resources Manager and others involved in the interviewing and hiring 
process) to make sure we’re partnering efficiently and effectively. It’s our process, so 
we know what typically works best but it’s not our way or the highway. We are flexible 
for our clients.

Aligning Expectations
The Ropella Smart Search System works best as a partnership.  
So, let’s get on the same page now for the best results.

 

 

 

 

 

What we expect from our clients
(it will help us serve you better)

What you can expect 
from Ropella

(based on 30 years 
of proven success)
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Reviewed by Client RepresentativeCommitted to by Ropella Representative

 That we'll have a thorough and complete understanding of your company, 
the corporate culture, the hiring manager, and the roles and responsibilities 
of the position.

 A search process that (in situations where required) will be handled 
with the utmost discretion and con�dentiality.

 Unparalleled representation (using Opportunity Marketing Piece) 
of your company and your opportunity.

 Weekly updates with our Senior Project Leader via phone and/or email, 
to address questions, concerns, opportunities, etc.

 An extremely comprehensive pre-screening process (using Skills Survey & Score Card) 
that helps to identify and rank the best available talent for your position.

 Typically, the �rst slate of candidates will be delivered within two to three weeks 
of launching the search. With the goal of back up slates in 1 to 2 more weeks.

 A serious commitment to never give up until quali�ed, 
viable candidates are found and presented.  We can't create 
them - but if they exist - we will �nd, recruit, and reel them 
in to the best of our abilities.

 We work hard to build trustful relationships with all candidates, 
allowing us to �nd out what they need, want, and why, 
improving success in the o�er and acceptance stage. 

 A highly professional o�er presentation process (using the 
Compensation Comparison Calculator) that is designed to 
maximize candidate acceptance upon �rst delivery of the o�er.

 A clear, carefully thought out position description that has been �nalized and agreed 
on internally with all members of the hiring team prior to launching the search.

 Complete access to the hiring manager and all information needed to complete 
our information gathering process in a timely fashion.

 All leads and prospective candidates (from any source) are to be referred 
to and managed by Ropella so that all candidates are put on the same 
playing �eld at the same time and processed equally.

 A commitment to read all materials provided in the candidate’s Executive 
Report before providing us feedback and before scheduling any interviews.

 Providing us detailed feedback within 48 hours on all candidates 
submitted and interviewed.

 A commitment to keep all interview appointments. 
“Scheduling interviews is like herding mice - it’s never fun to do it twice.”

 Recruiting is all about relationships (much like dating) and courting candidates 
makes the di�erence between you successfully hiring them, or the competition.

 A willingness to listen to our competitive intelligence about compensation 
levels with regard to current market value. Don’t let salary be a reason 
to pass on interviewing a quali�ed candidate.

 A willingness to make decisions and move quickly on candidates that you 
consider �nalists. Remember: “Time kills all deals.”  

 A commitment to let us use our process for presenting o�ers and handling 
all negotiations with the �nalist in order to ensure a successful hire.

 If there are changes of any sort made at any time during the search, 
they need to be shared with us immediately.

 An understanding and acceptance of our terms, and your help in getting 
our invoices to the right people in accounts payable for timely payment.
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SMART RECRUITING AND INTERVIEWING

Candidate Interviews

Hiring Team Interviews

Candidate Interview Debrief

Hiring Team Debrief
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SMART HIRING AND ONBOARDING

Reference & Background Checks

Compensation Benefits & Relocation Assessment
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Aligning Expectations

SMART STRATEGY AND LAUNCH

Performance Standards Assessment

Candidate Scorecard

Skills Survey

Opportunity Marketing Piece

Search Prep Questionnaire

Six Sigma for Executive Search
SMART SEARCH System is the



OPPORTUNITY MARKETING PIECE

Ropella’s in-house marketing team puts together a custom Opportunity Marketing 
Piece to sell the opportunity. This eye-catching document is specifically designed 
to reach passive candidates those like yourself who are happily employed, 
successful and not actively seeking opportunities.

An Opportunity Marketing Piece includes sections for the Company Overview, 
the Division, the Products, the Markets, the Corporate Culture & Management 
Team, upgraded position description and location piece.



SKILL SURVEY

The skills & experiences application, or what we call a “Skills Survey”, is custom created 
to address your specific opportunity. This helps us screen the best A & B candidates 
and allows you to spend less time reviewing resumes of misfits (the C candidates) so 
that you can invest more time interviewing the most qualified candidates.



CANDIDATE SCORECARD

A tool that works in conjunction with Skill Survey allowing our team of consultants 
to grade and assess candidates so we submit the most qualified candidates.

We grade on the educational fit, the alignment with the position description 
using the skills survey, the cultural fit, management style fit, compensation fit, 
family & relocation fit, housing concerns and even the compensation competitive 
landscape of every candidate.

We score all interested candidates and submit A’s & B’s and set aside all the C’s.



COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS 

The compensation comparison calculator is a tool that our team of developers 
has been perfecting the last 2-3 years. We take all the compensation data we’ve 
collected from the candidate and put it on one side of the calculator and take all 
the data provided by our clients and put it on the other side. The calculator then 
logically compares and identifies holes, so we can come back to our clients and 
show them what type of offer would get an immediate acceptance.
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‘‘Just Like Six Sigma for Executive Search

TIMELINE

 � Client Interview

 � Target list is created and XCAVATE 
Contract Research effort is launched

 � Opportunity Marketing Piece, Skill 
Survey,  and Score Card are drafted

 � Client reviews the above and final 
edits are made

 � E-mail marketing, posting, and 
advertising pieces are created

 � Database and Hot Call List  are 
organized and marketing begins

 � Responses from all marketing and 
recruiting are processed

Ropella Recruits Exceptional Talent - Exceptionally Fast

 � “A” Prospects targeted and resumes 
and referrals collected

 � “B” Prospects targeted and resumes 
and referrals collected

 � Networks, associations and consultants 
targeted and resumes and referrals 
collected

 � First round telephone 
interviews are conducted

 � First Round face-to-face 
interviews are conducted

 � Finalists are brought back for 
second round of interviews

 � Candidate screening, 
selection and profiling 
is completed

 � Candidate Packets 
(Resume, Cover Letter, 
Skill Survey and 
Profile) are completed

 � Candidate (Executive 
Report) Packets are 
submitted to client

60 Days

 � Degree confirmation checks 
completed

 � References from supervisors, 
peers, subordinates and 
customers completed

 � Background checks completed

 � Candidate Compensation–needs, 
wants and desires discussed, assessed 
and presented to client on the 
Compensation Comparison Calculator

 � Client compensation willingness, 
capabilities and flexibilities discussed 
and assessed

 � Compensation Comparison Calculator 
finalized and total compensation 
package recommendations made and 
offer presented

 � Offer Acceptance Letter 
written and delivered

 � Physical and drug 
screen and any other 
contingencies removed

 � Resignation preparation 
completion and follow up 
and start date set

Executive Search Report Delivered

 � Overview of all companies targeted

 � Overview of all prospects spoken to

 � Overview of all marketing research and 
networking tools used



WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYINGWHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

‘‘I was very impressed, from planning to execution, with the 
professionalism of Robbie and the Ropella Group. Robbie 
understood exactly what the unique needs of the client were 
and presented only strong candidates, along with a candid 
and accurate assessment of each. I can honestly say that we 
would not have been successful in securing the best individual 
without the support of the Ropella Group.

Ian Lawrence,
Sales Manager North America
DSM, Inc.

‘‘Patrick, Thank you for all that you and Ropella do for Dow. 
The processes and systems you have applied (from The 
Right Hire) while working with Dow have proved very 
valuable over many years of service.

Andrew Liveris,
Chairman and CEO
The Dow Chemical Company

‘‘I’m so happy for the 2 hires Ropella made for SDI.  Your diligent 
work, prompt follow up, and knowledge about the candidates 
were so impressive.  More importantly, since it was the first 
time for me, as a small company owner, to work with your firm, 
your recommendations and tips on my other requests for “how 
to” and “what to” (e.g. how to interview, discuss money, etc) 
were so helpful!  You also fully understood my requirements 
and helped me analyze candidates one by one.

Peter Zhang,
President
Sandream Impact LLC

‘‘We have been looking for some time now, we knew the 
correct person was out there, and Robbie, you were able to 
find exactly the caliber of candidate were looking for. From 
start to finish, the process was smooth, professional and fun!
You managed to accommodate interviews involving 3 time 
Zones and two continents, you are awesome!
We have hired what we feel is the best candidate we could 
have chosen in record time!
I have nothing but extreme gratitude in my heart for your 
support and valuable assistance during this very important 
task for our company.

Oliva Lopez,
Regional Manager
Alban Muller International - USA

‘‘Ropella is probably one of the best vendor partners that 
I have ever worked with - just in terms of the quality of 
search that was done.  It was fun, thorough and overall a 
great experience.

Arati Parthasarathy,
Talent Scout - Materials Development Innovation
Nike

‘‘We have really enjoyed partnering with Ropella for our 
recruiting needs. Their high standards have brought us 
“best in class” talent to help move our organization for-
ward and grow our business. Their professionalism and 
customer service is the best. They really listen the cus-
tomer to find the exact candidate to fit our needs. I highly 
recommend Ropella as one of my favorite recruiters to 
work with.

Kim Bacovin,
Director of Human Resources
Peter Cremer North America






